Transient structured fluctuations in a two-dimensional system with multiple ordered phases.
We report the structure of transient fluctuations in the liquid phase of a two-dimensional system that exhibits several ordered phases with different symmetries. The density-temperature phase diagram of the system studied, composed of particles with a repulsive shouldered soft-core pair interaction, has regions with stable liquid and hexatic phases, a square solid phase, two separate hexagonal solid phases, and a quasi-crystalline phase with 12-fold symmetry. We have examined the character of the structured fluctuations by computing the same-time aperture cross correlation function of particle configurations in several fluid regions near to and far from phase transition lines. The two primary goals of our study are (1) determination if the spectrum of structures of the fluctuations in the liquid is broader than or limited to the motifs exhibited by the ordered phases supported by the system and (2) determination of the density domains in the liquid that support particular transient structured fluctuations. In the system studied, along a low-temperature isotherm in the temperature-density plane that intersects all the ordered phases we find that the liquid phase exhibits structured fluctuations with hexagonal symmetry near both liquid-hexatic transition lines. Along the same isotherm and in the stable liquid between the lower density hexatic-to-liquid and the higher density liquid-to-square solid transitions, we find that transient hexagonal ordered fluctuations dominate the liquid region near the hexatic-to-liquid transition and square ordered fluctuations dominate the liquid region near the liquid-to square solid transition, but both of these structured fluctuations occur at all densities between these transition lines. At a higher temperature, at phase points in the liquid above, but close to the density maximum of an underlying transition, there are ordered fluctuations that can be correlated with the structure of the lower temperature phase. Although it is expected that very close to a liquid-ordered phase boundary a structured fluctuation in the liquid will have the same symmetry as the ordered phase, it is not obvious that structured fluctuations in thermodynamic states deep in the liquid phase will be similarly restricted. The most striking result of our calculations is that no evidence is found in the liquid phase for structured fluctuations with other symmetries than those of the ordered phases of the system.